Cloud Storage
Services
Introduction
One of the biggest demands facing the IT department today is the
ever increasing storage volume required for digital information.
Whether it be videos, databases or photos and files.
Legal requirements can mean we need to keep the data for periods of
time and demonstrate an auditable trail for compliance purposes.
Purchasing SAN units can be expensive and difficult to manage and
specialist skills required. With Cloud storage simple, elastic, internet
scale, better value and easily manageable storage can be achieved
with the ability to move and locate your data in the desired area of
choice around the globe.
Public internet connectivity to the stored data has been a security risk
of public cloud storage and Private or hybrid cloud with Luminet’s
networks and direct connections into the Microsoft Azure/ AWS
Direct Connect platform is a highly secure way to simply store and
manage an SLA backed cloud storage service.
Users can select where their data is stored, if it is replicated and how
it is stored in a blob, queue messages, NoSQL DB or files. The storage
is elastic in that you can increase you requirements immediately and
also decrease them when business changes which increases the value
proposition.
Luminet has 100% core network uptime and a 100% last mile SLA which underpins internet scale private multi-cloud.
Leveraging our unique assets to quickly connect to over 450 cloud providers gives companies greater security,
increased operational flexibility, better performance and increases direct and indirect value.

Cloud Storage
Services

Benefits








Off-site storage
Cost effective – pay for what you use
Private and Hybrid Cloud direct
Elastic usage
Encrypted Data (Customer Key only)
High security

Key Features












100% SLA Networking choice
Choice of storage format.
Choice of location.
Up to 20,000 IOPS or messages per second.
Role Based Access Control
Easy to Use tools to copy data.
SMB 3.0
Linux file storage.
AES 256 Encryption.
99.999% SLA.
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